A Past Life Regression Seminar
with Stephen Poplin, M.A., CHT
21 – 28 June 2019
PAŠMAN, Harmony in Croatia
https://harmony.hr/en/stephen-poplin-usa-a-past-life-regression-seminar-en-19/

YES. A past life regression intensive for spiritual therapists and soul seekers who want
to learn the basics of past life recall. More experienced therapists can broaden their
skills in the area of past life therapy. The intensive will be experiential in that Stephen
will demonstrate specific techniques on volunteers, and then the students will conduct
regressions on each other – supervised, of course, to assure a smooth and successful
experience.
* Stephen will supply hypnotic scripts. These will be translated into Slovene and Croatian and
… (other languages?) before the program
Certificate of Attendance!

Points to be covered:
The varieties of hypnotic states and past life recall, pre-incarnational issues, the
importance of the initial talk, hypnotic techniques, effective scripts, the superconscious & the subconscious, understanding karma, anticipating resistance and
persistent patterns, spiritual perspectives, other dimensions, cleansing and clearing,
forgiveness and letting go, karmic relationships, and life lessons.
Furthermore, be prepared for some Fun and Movement! Bring comfortable clothes,
your favorite pillow, a comforting blanket, and a desire to explore!

This will include a group Past Life Experience!
Venue: Harmony, island of Pasman, Croatia
Contact Vesna Ba and her team
harmonyprogramcro@gmail.com
Stephen Poplin, originally from California, is a trained
hypnotherapist, past life regressionist and life coach with more
than 30 years experience, and a former stage hypnotist. He has
taught college courses in philosophy and humanities, most
recently in Hamburg, and is a sensitive and insightful teacher
and counselor. He was the International Director of the Michael
Newton Institute of Life Between Lives Hypnotherapy. Stephen
includes synchronicity, spirituality and intuition (with a good dose of humor) in his presentations.

Stephen is also a Heilpraktiker für Psychotherapie; er spricht Deutsch.
His books are published! Inner Journeys, Cosmic Sojourns: Life transforming stories,
adventures and messages from a spiritual hypnotherapist's casebook. Two volumes –
(European site) https://www.amazon.de/Stephen-Poplin/e/B071J54DGC/
For more information, please email Stephen at stephen@transpersonal.us

